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Two papers are contained in this issue.
The first one [1] presents a semantic method of matching queries and documents
which realizes more phrase-level semantic information retrieval. The second paper [2]
tries to find significant features of agricultural products based on correlation analysis.
It demonstrates how the correlation analysis is important to draw useful features.
The first paper discusses a promising way to improve information retrieval from
the viewpoint of phrase-oriented semantics rather than a standard bag-of-words approach. For this purpose, it proposes to use semantic processing representation of
sentences, which can describe roles and their participants in phrases. The input query
is also a text in natural language, so it must be matched with the semantic processing
forms extracted from a document. The set of semantic processing forms is viewed as a
kind of conceptual graph of words related to another words by means of roles. In
addition, words are placed in a knowledge lattice. The act of matching input queries
with documents is performed at the conceptual graph level under the help of the
knowledge lattice. The initial knowledge lattice is formed in a standard way, but the
proposed system has a function of placing a new term (word) at an adequate place in
the knowledge lattice. It would be so important to have such a method of classifying
terms in the knowledge lattice. The paper also demonstrates how the semantic processing approach under knowledge lattice is more powerful and significant particularly when the target documents come from some specialized areas of researches in
which phrase level information among words is a key to find their meaning.
The second paper examined several physicochemical parameters about agricultural
produces as tomatoes, and found some indices for their quality. Particularly, two important correlations among the parameters are proposed experimentally. The first one
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is the correlation between firmness and Hue of tomatoes calculated from the data in
the color space. The author gives a highly accurate correlation expression using exponential function. The second one is a prediction model using a linear regression for
lycopene in terms of absorbance at a particular wavelength. It would be valuable for
production control based on such correlations of good fitness.
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